ACTIVE INGREDIENTS:  
d-Phenothrin ............................ 0.125  
OTHER INGREDIENTS: ............. 99.775  
TOTAL ....................................

This product contains sodium nitrite. Contains petroleum distillates.


Please keep copy within dotted line for print to die tolerances. Color may blend

These specs, are suggested to provide the most consistent and highest quality product.
When job requirements exceed these specs, it will be reviewed on a job to job basis.

---

**DEFENSE SYSTEM**

*Helps you work smarter, not harder, to fight bugs.*

Visit raidkillsbugs.com to identify your bug and best treatment plan.

**TIPS**

**ATTACK BUGS**

*KILL BUGS AT THE SOURCE*

Use a Raid® Ant or Roach Bait product to kill bugs where they hide. For heavy infestations, first use a Raid® Fogger or Fumigator product and then place baits to provide ongoing control. Read the label to find the right product for your bug problem.

**KEEP BUGS OUT**

Use a Raid Max® Bug Barrier product to keep ants, roaches, spiders and other listed bugs out.

**PREVENT BUGS**

**CONTROL BUGS**

‡

**KILL BUGS ON CONTACT**

Use indoors or outdoors to kill ants, roaches, spiders, flies and other listed bugs on contact. Avoid spraying near baits to make sure bugs can bring the bait back to where they hide.

*• Remove food spills and exposed food. Store food in sealed containers.*

• Caulk hiding spots and points of entry from outside or neighboring units.

**Ants** • **Asian Lady Beetles** • **Boxelder Bugs** • **Bedbugs** • **Carpet Beetles** • **Crickets** • **Firebrats** • **Fleas** • **Flies** • **Fruit Flies** • **Non-biting Gnats** • **Hornets** • **Mosquitoes** • **Moths** • **Pillbugs** • **Roaches** • **Silverfish** • **Sow Bugs** • **Spiders**• **Wasps** • **Waterbugs**